
WE NEED A TOTAL REVOLUTION, FOR THE EMANCIPATION OF ALL HUMANITY— 
NOT REVENGE, NOT IDENTITY POLITICS, NOT “ME AND MY PEOPLE FIRST” 

 
Today we take to the streets, in defiance and rebellion, against the brutality, murder, and daily humiliation that the 
pigs enforce and keep us trapped in. This is not just a New York City problem, or an MTA problem—THIS IS 
AMERIKKKA: A country founded on slavery and genocide, sitting atop and ruling a global empire of plunder 
and devastation enslaving billions of people in a net of sweatshops and outright slavery, and is unleashing open 
white supremacist and theocratic dictatorship (Fascism) right from the White House. It is this beast, and the system 
it rules atop, that we must overthrow.  
 

Immediately, we need to unite all who can be united to drive out the Trump/Pence fascist regime! And we need to 
do this as part of making revolution. A REAL revolution. That means going up against, and when the time comes, 
defeating and dismantling their armed forces of oppression and repression, the imperialist military and police 
forces. It means tearing up the old institutions by their roots and planting something new. This is not just a dream, 
or a “nice idea” with no basis in reality. Because of the pathbreaking work that Bob Avakian, the architect of the 
New Communism, has been doing over several decades, there is a strategy for how this system could be brought 
down, and a liberating vision and concrete blueprint for a whole new society aimed at uprooting all oppression, in 
the Constitution for the New Socialist Republic in North America. Everyone who hungers for a radically different 
world, one without walls and borders dividing up humanity, without white supremacy and the oppression of 
immigrants, without patriarchy and the oppression of LGBTQ+ people, without a system of plunder and war that 
destroys our planet’s natural ecosystems for profit, needs to get with and join the movement for Revolution we 
are building.  

 

Compared to this vision, what do the petty goals of revenge against those just above you or just trying to make 
things a little better for yourself or “your people” even amount to? And where will the chants of “fire to the 
gentrifiers!” and the orders for “white people get to the back of the march” really lead oppressed humanity? The 
goal of the Revolution we need—a Communist Revolution—is not for exploited and oppressed humanity to 
become exploiters and oppressors themselves under the same system, while keeping ‘American Privilege’ intact.. 
Our goal must be the emancipation of humanity.  
 

Imagine if there were masses of people fighting back, resisting oppression in a powerful way, and doing this from 
the perspective of the revolution, taking up and fighting for the Points of Attention for the Revolution (see 
back.) Imagine if we were fighting the power, while searching for and fighting for the truth, working together 
with people of all backgrounds to create an emancipated world without borders or gender oppression. This is the 
movement we are building now, guided by scientific leadership, investigating and probing reality and working on 
the potential pathways for radical change. Our lives are going to be dedicated to one thing or another: Contrast 
this quote from BA below with the outlook and program of reformism and revenge we hear so often online and in 
the streets, and ask yourself: Is this true? Is this really the solution to all this oppression and madness? Then act 
accordingly. If this is what you want to help bring into being, JOIN THE REVOLUTION CLUB! 

 
“There is the potential for something of unprecedented beauty to arise out of unspeakable              
ugliness: Black people playing a crucial role in putting an end, at long last, to this system which                  
has, for so long, not just exploited but dehumanized, terrorized and tormented them in a               
thousand ways—putting an end to this in the only way it can be done—by fighting to                
emancipate humanity, to put an end to the long night in which human society has been divided                 
into masters and slaves, and the masses of humanity have been lashed, beaten, raped,              
slaughtered, shackled and shrouded in ignorance and misery” 
 

— Bob Avakian, Chairman, Revolutionary Communist Party, USA 
 

Get Connected with—and JOIN—the REVOLUTION! 
The National Revolution Tour Organizing Center: 318 W 139th Street, New York, NY 
Follow @NYCRevClub        Call us: 646-717-7161       Email: NYCRevClub@gmail.com 

mailto:NYCRevClub@gmail.com


 
POINTS OF ATTENTION FOR THE REVOLUTION  

The Revolution Club upholds, lives by, fights for these principles 

1 We base ourselves on and strive to represent the highest interests of humanity: 

revolution and communism. We do not tolerate using the revolution for personal gain. 

2 We fight for a world where ALL the chains are broken. Women, men, and differently 

gendered people are equals and comrades. We do not tolerate physically or verbally abusing 

women or treating them as sexual objects, nor do we tolerate insults or “jokes” about people’s 

gender or sexual orientation. 

3 We fight for a world without borders, and for equality among different peoples, 

cultures and languages. We do not tolerate insults, “jokes” or derogatory names about a 

person’s race, nationality, or language. 

4 We stand with the most oppressed and never lose sight of their potential to 

emancipate humanity—nor of our responsibility to lead them to do that. We work to win people 

of all backgrounds to take part in the revolution, and do not tolerate revenge among the people. 

5 We search for and fight for the truth no matter how unpopular, even as we listen to 

and learn from the observations, insights and criticisms of others. 

6 We are going for an actual overthrow of this system and a whole better way beyond 

the destructive, vicious conflicts of today between the people. Because we are serious, at this 

stage we do not initiate violence and we oppose all violence against the people and among the 

people. 
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